
 
 
 

BIBLE  //  PRAYER  //  LIFE TOGETHER  //  MISSION  //  MULTIPLICATION 

DISCUSSION GUIDE 
Week Three 

Matthew 10:1-4 
 

PRAY 
Invite the Spirit of God into your midst. Pray for the ability to be present in conversation and open to the 

Spirit’s leading.   

 

DISCUSS 
Use this section to get the group warmed up a bit. You can use one of these questions, or you could write your own based on this 
week’s message.  
 

When you consider our culture today, why do you think we’ve lost our ability to engage in civil 

discourse?  

 

Why can’t we all just get along? 

 

READ MATTHEW 10:1-4 
 

DISCUSS 
 

What does Matthew’s description of Simon tell us about the disciples as a group? What does this sort of 

diversity tell us about how the church ought to be today? 

 

What can we learn about the fact that this close-knot group of people included people as politically 

opposed to one another as Matthew the tax collector and Simon the Zealot? 

 

How does their role as disciples inform how you ought to live out your faith in the polarized nature of 

today’s American culture?  

 

Talk about how you have allowed your ideologies to trump your call to follow Jesus and be sent into the 

world by Him.  

 

What might our community look like if Christians lived out the unity available to us in Jesus? What is 

holding you back from tapping into that unity? 

 

As we move to consider the example of Judas, who are you truly living for? Are there changes you need 

to make in your life to “walk the walk”? How can we help? 

 

Pastor Kevin reminds us that God’s sovereign plan does always prevail. How does that assurance inform 

how you will live out your call to be on mission with Jesus tomorrow? 
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